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Art Summary 32

General idea

The game is a treasure-hunt PvP (or army vs army) in which the players fight to achieve a
higher rank in the leaderboard. Spending money in-game will be done via burning RUA
coins, and the rewards will be re-minted such that ~50% of the players get profit, and the
burn-mint process is slightly deflationary.

Each NFT will unlock one character in the game (holders of multiple NFTs can unlock more
characters and play each of them one-by-one). The purpose of the game is to crawl around
the battle arenas in a smart way in order to find other players and challenge them to a
battle. The win/losses average will determine your position in the leaderboard.

Before starting, let us settle up the core terminology used throughout the document.
Additional terms may come along the way, but these are the ones that make up the core
story:

Hero - this is one NFT, corresponding to one player in the game;
Army (RO: oaste) - this is the entity which fights in the PvP - more details about the army’s
structure in the dedicated chapter;
Battle Arena - this is a maze map, and one element of the campaign; players will be able to
switch to other battle arenas during one campaign; more details about a battle arena in the
dedicated chapter;
Campaign - period of time (e. g. 2 weeks) to fight a certain set of battle arenas, and to
determine a burn/mint pool;
Items - these are the in-game enhancers that the players will be able to buy or find as
buried treasures;
Marketplace - component of each Battle Arena where players will be able to shop while
being in proximity;
Castle - component of each Battle Arena where players will be able to “sleep” safely for a
fixed fee;
Map (disambiguation)

- The official definition of the “Map” is the graphic layer placed on top of a battle
arena. Each arena can have any map available in the set of map templates;

- The instance combination of Battle Arena + Map (on top of it) may be referred to in
short as “Map”.
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All the heroes will start the campaign on an Arena of their choice. Naturally, you will want to
firstly navigate towards a less populated Arena in order to farm. Farming is done by looting
houses, special squares of any Map that hold rewards. You can receive 3 things as a reward
for looting these houses: Items, Army, and Miscellaneous (!). The game master may even
enable such maps that allow for prior farming, by placing more loot houses and castles
than marketplaces.

After consolidating your army, stats, and equip all your needed items, you will navigate
towards the Battle Arenas that are more populated. Here you will fight other heroes, each
with its own army. The game master may even enable such maps that allow for
battle-intensive maps, by placing more energy boosters and marketplaces.
All of the above will be done in cycles. Not too many cycles, but enough to consider it a
MOBA-style match. The trip to the Arenas more suitable for farming are the returning to
base, while going back to the battle-intensive ones is the returning to the lane.

The purpose of it all is to earn points on the Central Leaderboard. The price of joining the
campaign + total spent in marketplaces will be redistributed as rewards, with a higher
weight towards the top of the leaderboard. The aim is to give first place around 2-4 times
the average win, and the last place(s), zero.
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Campaigns

The game will be played in “Campaigns” - fixed periods of time to conquer a set of battle
arenas, upon which each player gets back to their original stats, ready to itemise and build
again. Think of it like DOTA matches - only they are individual (not team-based) matches
that last 2 weeks.

Each campaign will be prepared ahead of time by the RUA team, which will manage the
game via an administration interface. The campaign settings include: number of battle
arenas, entry price (? - you can also take a free joining approach, however a small price for
the entry ticket ensures a minimum prize pool AND - more important - gets the player
ready to spend money in the game), size of battle arenas, chances of drops, and a variety of
in-game formula factors for each entity.

The size of an arena and the number of the arenas are the most subtle factors when
configuring a campaign. You should finely tune these in time, starting from a
recommendation found in this chapter, based on your total number of players. These
recommendations are based on some formulas and are not finely tuned, the best way to
ensure proper configuration in the future depending on the type of campaign you want to
do is to also build a simulator component, in which you can see the possible outcomes of
different parameterizations. The time component is also very important - different sizes of
battle arenas will require different periods to fully discover, thus need to be adjusted as in
to give enough time for the players to explore, while also not boring them with the same
map. This phenomenon will extend to all the configurations - more details in the dedicated
chapter for the game simulator.

The synergy between the advanced configuration and campaign-driven games enables for a
large number of diversifying opportunities. In time, you will be able to host special edition
campaigns that behave differently based on the event they infer. Continuous Integration &
Continuous Development will also allow you to create other game objects (like items,
potions) specifically for a special edition. The game will greatly benefit from special
planning on most of the campaigns, as opposed to simply iterating the same campaign
over and over again.
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Map

The maps are the backbone of each Battle Arena. You will design multiple maps (for
example using Tiled - https://www.mapeditor.org/) in order to allow for players to create
different strategies and have a variety of scope-oriented maps.

Legend

Marketplace - here you can buy
boosters

Castle - the place to rest, protected from
any attack. Your energy can recharge
slower or faster, depending on the room
you choose.

Tower - if you are near a tower and
someone attacks/challenges you, you will
get +10% defense. This also applies
viceversa.

Houses - houses are lootable. You can
find soldiers, $RUA or boosters. Some of
the rewards are refreshed from time to
time, so you don’t necessarily have to be
the first to actually loot something.

When drawing a map, you will have to
keep in mind that you draw it for a specific
Battle Arena Size. An important part when

creating a map template (to attach to different battlefields) is to then configure the battle
arena tiles accordingly to the map drawing and terrain.
Multiple types of tiles will be possible on a Battle Arena. Each tile will have a different energy
cost in order to traverse - the alleys will have the cheapest energy cost (maybe even free),
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while some other harder to trespass areas may have a higher cost. The buildings will have
infinite cost, meaning that no player will be able to cross that tile.

Apart from the map, the game screen will have multiple areas:

The actual viewport area (containing the map) will have additional helper game elements
that will be placed in the permanent fog of war. These are:

- The Hero Selection component - for wallets with multiple NFTs, this will be the
component to switch to another Hero. An alternative to the sketched positioning
would be to compress the elements in the right and make room for another profile
style depiction of the NFT.

- The Mini-mini-map - since the battle arenas are designed to be very big, two
down-scales are needed to properly display them. The mini-mini-map will be a
permanent layer on the left bottom area of the map, which can expand into a larger
version (The Mini-Map) as a pop-up over the entire game area.

- The Equipment section (not present yet, this one is open to creative design) - the
top right corner will need to display the current buffs and stats of the Hero.

Players will have their inventory on the first game box on the right. The recommended
relative positioning of the inventory elements is to use a 3x6 grid - horizontally scrollable.
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The army will be displayed separately in the designated Army area, with the permanent
elements of the entire army. This will ease the dragging & dropping of the elements
towards the Selected for Battle area. The death priority of the army will also be established
by the order in which the Player places the soldiers.
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Energy and Health
Your heroes have energy. Your troops have health.

Hero's Energy
Maximum energy depends on the hero's rarity.
The common ones have 100, the rare ones 125 and the epic ones 150.
This energy is fully recovered in 24h, assuming you do not move and nobody defeats you
in battle during this period. To be more specific, each point of energy is recovered in 14
minutes 24 seconds for a common hero, in 12 minutes for a rare hero and 9 minutes 36
seconds for an epic hero).

You can speed up your energy regeneration if you sleep in the castle, as follows:
- Naps recover your energy 3 times faster, 8h instead of 24h & cost 10 $RUA.
- Power naps recover your energy 6 times faster, 4h instead of 24h & cost 25 $RUA.

Energy is drained by the following actions:
- looting costs 5 energy;
- losing a battle will cost you energy only after all your army dies;
- walking costs 0.5 energy per tile with roads and 1 energy per grass tile;
- attacking does not cost any energy;
- challenges does not cost any energy;
- accepting a challenge does not cost any energy.

Troops’ health
A soldier has 3 stats - attack points, defense points and health.
These stats cannot be altered by boosters.
The attack & defense points are taken into account when computing the battle score.
After a battle, a number of soldiers in each team may die.

The troops will take damage in a predefined order, detailed in The Battle chapter below. If a
soldier or siege has no remaining health after the attack, it automatically dies.
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Visibility
As you learned from the previous chapter, visibility can be enhanced by several items.
Below you can find a visual representation that briefly describes the differences between
viewports, covering all the cases:

1. Default visibility - you can see 2 tiles in any direction

2. Visibility enhanced with torch - you can see 4 tiles in any direction
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3. Visibility enhanced with eagle - you can see 8 tiles in any direction
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Items

WINE +50% energy, +10% attack
● Instantly restores 50% of your hero’s maximum energy.
● Available only in houses, as looting rewards.
● Attacking bonus is effective for 1 hour after using.

FOOD +100% energy, +10% defense
● Instantly fully restores your hero’s energy.
● Available only in houses, as looting rewards.
● Defense bonus is effective for 2 hours after using.

TORCH +100% visibility (you can now see 4 tiles in any direction)
● Available in houses, as looting rewards;
● Available in the marketplace: 5 $RUA;
● Effective for 24 hours after using.

EAGLE +200% visibility (you can now see 8 tiles in any direction)
● Available in houses, as looting rewards;
● Available in the marketplace: 10 $RUA;
● Effective for 24 hours after using.

TELEPORT - travel into another battle arena instantly.
● Available in houses, as looting rewards;
● Available in the marketplace: 15 $RUA;
● Single use

Carrier Pigeon - transfer items to another player in any arena.
● Available in houses, as looting rewards;
● Available in the marketplace: 30 $RUA;
● Single use
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POTION FLASK - multiplies your troops’ cumulated score by 1.35x
● Multiplied (not added) with the hero multiplier factor;
● Available in houses, as looting rewards;
● Available in the marketplace: 25 $RUA;
● Effective for 2 hours after using.

POTION VIAL - multiplies your troops’ cumulated score by 1.2x
● Multiplied (not added) with the hero multiplier factor;
● Available in houses, as looting rewards;
● Available in the marketplace: 15 $RUA;
● Effective for 1 hour after using.

GHOST - allows you to be simultaneously on the same tile with another hero
● Useful when a hero is blocking the path to something valuable.
● Available in houses, as looting rewards;
● Available in the marketplace: 10 $RUA;
● Effective for 24 hours after using.
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Army and Stats

Hero
Vlad Țepeș will boost the cumulated score (attack & defense) of your troops (siege &
soldiers) by multiplying it, depending on the rarity of the NFT you own:

- Common
- 1x multiplier
- 100 attack / 100 defense / 100 energy

- Rare
- 1.5x multiplier
- 120 attack / 120 defense / 120 energy

- Epic
- 2x multiplier
- 150 attack / 150 defense / 150 energy

Hero’s attack and defense points can be increased by some special traits on the NFT. The buffs
and nerfs can be configured to be seasonal (not permanent) in order to drive secondary
market sales.

You can only have one hero per army. If you own multiple RUA Legends NFTs, you can play
each as a different army. You can also make them battle against each other, even if this
won’t necessarily be the best strategy.

Siege

Trebuchet - 100 attack, 0 defense, 300 health

Catapult - 80 attack, 0 defense, 150 health

Cannon - 150 attack, 0 defense, 300 health
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Soldiers

Swordsman - 20 attack, 20 defense, 150 health

Spearman - 10 attack, 30 defense, 120 health

Archer - 30 attack, 10 defense, 90 health

Cavalry - 30 attack, 60 defense, 300 health

* The values above for the troops stats (attack, defense and health) are just suggestions. They
can be configured per each type of siege/soldier.
** Boosters cannot buff the troops’ attack or defense stats, nor can they heal their health.
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The Battle

Lurking through the realms of RUA Legends Battle Arenas, Heroes will encounter other
heroes along their path.

When visible in the viewport, each player will have access to the information of the others.
The player may click on any of the visible opponents and check their stats in order to either:

- Attach/Challenge them
- Transfer army

The players will be able to freely transfer soldiers between them. This is mainly to help
whales take a more strategic gameplay, but also to enable different players some
economical freedom. For items, the transfer will only be realised via the Carrier Pigeon.

Heroes below a certain energy threshold will only be available to Challenge (meaning they
have to accept/reject/ignore the attack), while those above it will be directly attackable.
Basically, if you are lurking around and encounter other Heroes, you may be directly
attacked if your energy is high enough.
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Challenged

Upon being challenged or attacked, the respective player will be instantly alerted of the
decision they have to take.
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Attacked
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Battle Formulas
Jack (hero) vs Michael (hero)

Both players have the following:

- A hero with its own custom energy / defense / attack points;
- Troops - a collection of different types of siege and soldiers, each type with their

own custom health / defense / attack points;
- A multiplier for their troops. The multiplier applies to all the 3 stats.

Notations
Each of the types of soldiers will get their own health / defense / attack points.

H • Hero Indicator (HD / HO)
Cav • Cavalry Indicator (CavH / CavD / CavO) - including all multipliers
Can • Cannon Indicator (CanH / CanD / CanO) - including all multipliers
Arc • Archers Indicator (ArcH / ArcD / ArcO) - including all multipliers
Sw • Swordsman Indicator (SwH / SwD / SwO) - including all multipliers
Sp • Spearman Indicator (SpH / SpD / SpO) - including all multipliers
Cat • Catapult Indicator (CatH / CatD / CatO) - including all multipliers
Tr • Trebuchet Indicator (TrH / TrD / TrO) - including all multipliers

We will also denote AH / AD / AO the sum of stats for the whole army w/o the hero.
So:

- AH = CavH + CanH + ArcH + SwH + SpH + CatH + TrH
- AD = CavD + CanD + ArcD + SwD + SpD + CatD + TrD
- AO = CavO + CanO + ArcO + SwO + SpO + CatO + TrO

To distinguish between the players, we will use J-H for Jack’s hero, M-H for Michael’s hero, J-A for
Jack’s army and M-A for Michael’s army.

Denote by J-B = J-HO + J-AO and M-B = M-HO + M-AO the raw battle scores of each player.

Both players will “throw a dice” (with a LOT of faces) for a random additional battle score
which will be added to their hero power.
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This interval will be configurable, however to keep it fun and gamble-ish you can use the
following (assuming J-B > M-B, otherwise switch heroes):

Jack will throw a dice between ( J-HO + J-AO + J-AH ) and 2 x ( J-HO + J-AO + J-AH )
Michael will throw a dice between ( M-HO + M-AO + M-AH ) and 2 x ( J-HO + J-AO + M-AH )

By allowing Michael’s interval to go to the same maximum as Jack, we create the very slight
possibility that Jack’s luck will be on the minimum as his interval, and Michael’s luck will be
on the maximum of his interval - in this 0.01% case, Michael will deal more damage than
Jack.

Let J-R and M-R be the dice roll of each player.
The winner will be decided by comparing:

J-BS = J-R + J-HO + J-AO + J-AH - M-HD - M-AD - M-AH
with
M-BS = M-R + M-HO + M-AO + M-AH - J-HD - J-AD - J-AH

The results will be lightly classified (modelled for the ELO ranking):
- Jack wins
- Michael wins
- Draw (this can be achieved within a small threshold of 0.5% - configurable)

Death priority
The death of the armies is a distinct event than actually winning the match. Each of the
players will take the damage into the army’s health, by killing the units with the priority
inherited by the order of the “Selected for Battle” (first chosen first killed).

Heroes never die. If one’s army dies entirely, and they are still to receive damage, they will
first break the hero’s defense, and the remaining attack force will be applied as a penalty to
their energy bar, under a configurable ratio (x units of attack for -1 energy).

The character can also go under 0 energy, basically stunning it until back to positive energy.
The character can go even further down than -100%.
This should be done very carefully and statistically fine tuned - in order to make it happen very
rarely. It is fun to fully incapacitate 2 players out of 5000 for 5 days out of 7, but it’s not fun to
incapacitate 10% of them for so long. (incapacity means having -500% energy or so; at this
value, it will take multiple days to recover up to the point where you can take one more step).
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The attack power of each player is
J-AP = J-R + J-HO + J-AO and M-AP = M-R + M-HO + M-AO.

Both players may lose part of their army.

The J-AP will start to kill Michael’s army with respect to the priority described above,
consuming units until the defense + health sum meets the damage point. Viceversa, the
M-AP will start consuming units from Jack’s army, until the defense + health sum meets the
damage point.

The correlation between army dying and winning the battle is very light - you can lose more
army units but win the battle.

Practical example
Jack’s hero is epic, having 300 attack points, 250 defense points and 2x multiplier (150
attack, 150 defense and multiplier because it is epic and 150 attack & 100 defense from
special traits).
No potions are used by Jack.

Jack has the following army:
● 3 x Catapults
● 5 x Swordsmen
● 10 x Cavalry

Michael’s hero is rare, having 200 attack points, 150 defense points and 1.5x multiplier
(120 attack, 120 defense and multiplier because it is epic and 80 attack & 30 defense from
special traits). No potions are used by Michael.

Michael has the following army:
● 2 x Trebuchet
● 3 x Archer
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In the battle simulation above, Jack crushes his opponent (14196 vs 4268.4).

Now, let’s assume the global defense is set to 3. This parameter roughly indicates the
average number of battles an army can fight before being entirely killed, with an opponent
ranked similarly, assuming the dice rolled average values. Before applying the damage and
starting to consume the enemy army, the attack power is divided through global defence.

Even if he won the battle, Jack will get 987.8 damage (2963.4 / 3). As a consequence, 3
catapults (900 points) will be destroyed.

Michael will get 1932 damage (5796 / 3). After his entire army is destroyed, there are still
357 attack points to be distributed (1932 - 1575). These will be subtracted from the hero’s
energy - if we assume that 10 attack points = 1 energy point (configurable), the hero will
lose 35 energy.
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Here you can find the battle simulator we built and used for the above example:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1MS5K3VW-6teotcwR5dWd0-3gNOThvh-l3ymBMl
4k4BU/edit#gid=0

After the battle finishes, the result will be introduced into the ELO system and the
leaderboard will automatically update. The ELO system is the one originally and currently
used for all chess competitions, and the starting point of ranking for every PvP game.
More about this system here.

In time, the team will also be able to fine tune this system with special requirements that
arise from the careful monitoring of the game statistics. Special strategies may be rewarded
by slightly adjusting the ELO result with bonifications for using the specific strategy or
penalties for using other strategies.
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The Game Simulator

The success of any game is dependent on multiple important factors, from idea to
execution, from mechanics to design, from storytelling to delivery.

The fine tuning of all the game configurations represents one of the most important factor,
and can only be achieved with statistics, scenario models, and the classic scientific method -
“Fuck around and find out!”

One of the key elements that will help you achieve this fine tuning of all the game
configurations is a configurable game simulator.

The simulator will implement a number of predefined advanced strategies, and weights for
how many players will follow each one. As a team, you will constantly do simulations in
advance, thinking of new strategies, new maps, and adjusting for an increasing number of
players.

The simulations will run in the cloud, for each set of configurations you wish to simulate the
system will run multiple simulations in order to receive a report with regard to the averages
of all the simulations. What you will want to achieve by doing these simulations, is to keep
the game fair, fun, and interesting for everybody.

For example, if certain players find a special strategy making them win the campaigns
constantly, you will have the option to request an implementation for their strategy, and
run simulations in order to discover which configurations are to change in order to “nerf”
the strategy. The same goes for vice versa, if you want to reward a certain strategy, you may
adjust the configurations based on the simulations you keep on doing, in order to make the
respective players win more.
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NFT to Hero

RUA Legends NFT Collection will consist of 10k heroes (Vlad Tepeș), with the following type
distribution and in game perks:

- 5500 common
- 1x multiplier
- 100 attack / 100 defense / 100 energy

- 3000 rare
- 1.5x multiplier
- 120 attack / 120 defense / 120 energy

- 1500 epic (super rare)
- 2x multiplier
- 150 attack / 150 defense / 150 energy

Besides the benefits granted by the type, the heroes will also be buffed by the traits they
have. For instance, at the start of each campaign, the spear attribute grants you 5
spearmen, the sword attribute grants you 5 swordsmen, the horse attribute grants you 5
cavalry and so on. These numbers can also be mapped by trait rarity and not only trait,
while also allowing other non-army-related traits to add attack/defense bonifications to the
Hero.

The buffs and nerfs can be configured to be seasonal (not permanent) in order to drive
secondary market sales.

Other collections integration
The game will be implemented to be generic and customizable. That means it won’t be
bound in any way to the RUA Legends NFT Collection.

Admin can define new collections by simply adding the contract address, base URI to
metadata, the first and the last token id.

They can then choose, when creating a new campaign, which collection they want to be
supported (played). He can also define the mappings between the types & traits (attributes)
and in game benefits. This mapping config is very powerful, making almost any NFT
Collection compatible with the game.
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Administration Interface

The game will be managed through a visual interface that will allow the admin to do the
moderation & monitoring activity.

The first nomenclatures that the game will need are:
● Define map templates

○ Define all types of tiles with the corresponding resources
○ Design the Landforms layer of the map
○ Design the Buildings layer of the map

● Define standard battle arenas
○ These objects will link the map templates to create battle arena templates

The campaign manager will handle launching of new campaigns, configuring their
beforehand registration period and all the game settings. All the game settings (apart from
the number of players and maps) will have defaults in order to ease the process of creating
a campaign, however you will be able to tailor all the bits of settings around the game itself.

All the data generated by the game can be modelled into detailed reports, stats and KPIs.
The team will decide upon which are the most relevant statistics that you need to monitor
both in real-time and historically, and implement an advanced monitoring area.

One of the key points to the final success of the game is keeping a close eye towards the
status-quo, and react accordingly - thus an Intervention area is much needed in order to
improve the final results of the game. The team may:

- Configure additional loot spots for all the players
- Extract real-time “bad luck” players reports - users that have invested RUA coins

heavily into this campaign but are not doing too well in looting/overall leaderboard
can be incentivized by placing valuable loot near them

- Airdrop special bonuses
- Enable/disable global buffs

This interface should be separately detailed in a SRS of its own in order to determine:
- administration & moderation flows
- admin roles/levels
- dashboard view
- other components
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Configuration Summary

The game will be fully customizable using the JSON configs at two levels, core and
campaign. There will be one core config and one config per campaign. The core config will
default values for the campaign creation wizard to make the process as simple and fast as
possible. In a nutshell:

- General params
- Energy consumption (loot / walk / etc.)
- Energy regeneration (naps / power naps / etc.)

- Location
- Duration
- Price

- Map
- Size
- Tiles

- Actionable
- Lootable places (houses, etc.)
- Castle
- Tower
- Marketplace
- Etc.

- Walkable
- Grass
- Sand / Paved Road
- Etc.

- Not walkable
- Water
- Forest
- Etc.

- Hero stats & trait mapping
- NFT Collections accepted as heroes
- Mapping for every supported collection for type & traits

- Army
- Stats

- Battle params
- Global defense
- Cooldown for two battles between the same players
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- Attack Points ~ Energy Drained rate
- Boosters
- Campaign info

- Prize pool (RUA)
- Duration
- Battle arenas

- No. of lootable places per 100 tiles
- Total value of loot rewards

- Miscellaneous
- Max “selected for battle” spots

- Individual army type battle spots (e.g. restrict to max 6 horses)
- “Selected for battle” grid dimensions
- Interactive story - texts
- Battle preparation time
- Max energy level for challenge
- Global cooldown after battle (in case you wish to give the players a small

window to not be attacked again)
- Loot refresh rate
- Max energy rate for different rarities
- Max attach/challenge distance (in tiles)
- Max Carrier Pigeon Items
- All marketplace items prices

We attached a sample JSON Config that describes the list of Booster objects below:

{
"boosters": [{

"id": "wine",
"name": "Wine",
"description": "Instantly restores 50% of your hero's maximum energy.",
"looting": true,
"marketplace": false,
"price": 0,
"effective": 1,
"energy_restore": "50%",
"attack_bonus": "10%"

}, {
"id": "food",
"name": "Food",
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"description": "Instantly fully restores your hero's energy.",
"looting": true,
"marketplace": false,
"price": 0,
"effective": 2,
"energy_restore": "100%",
"defense_bonus": "10%"

}, {
"id": "torch",
"name": "Torch",
"description": "You can now see 4 tiles in any direction.",
"looting": true,
"marketplace": true,
"price": 5,
"effective": 24,
"visibility_bonus": "100%"

}, {
"id": "eagle",
"name": "Eagle",
"description": "You can now see 8 tiles in any direction.",
"looting": true,
"marketplace": true,
"price": 10,
"effective": 24,
"visibility_bonus": "200%"

}, {
"id": "teleport",
"name": "Teleport",
"description": "Travel into another battle arena instantly.",
"looting": true,
"marketplace": true,
"price": 25

}, {
"id": "flask",
"name": "Potion Flask",
"description": "Multiplies your troops' cumulated score by 1.35x.",
"looting": true,
"marketplace": true,
"price": 25,
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"effective": 2,
"multiplier_factor": "1.35"

}, {
"id": "vial",
"name": "Potion Vial",
"description": "Multiplies your troops' cumulated score by 1.2x.",
"looting": true,
"marketplace": true,
"price": 15,
"effective": 1,
"multiplier_factor": "1.2"

}, {
"id": "ghost",
"name": "Ghost",
"description": "Allows you to be simultaneously on the same tile with another hero.",
"looting": true,
"marketplace": true,
"price": 10,
"effective": 24

}
]

}
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Art Summary

All the resources (icons and map tiles) used for this document are visual representations to
understand the game interface and mechanics better. All of them are free to use if you
choose to, but our recommendation is to design all of them in-house to obtain a smooth
and unitary UI/UX.

Below you will find a list of the suggested resources. You can choose how far you want to
go with the details, and of course, you can start simple and design more and more assets
with every new campaign. All of them need to have a transparent background, whether
they are .png or .svg:

● Game Screen Layout
○ Map viewport
○ Item Area
○ Army Area
○ Battle Arena Area

● Item Icons
● Hero character

○ Four angles, alternatively displayed according to the last moving direction.
■ Seen from the front
■ Seen from behind
■ Seen from the left
■ Seen from the right

○ Move animation
○ Attack / Challenge animation
○ Battling animation (if you are already in a battle you can’t be challenged)
○ Looting animation
○ Sleeping state (unattackable)
○ Dizzy state (attackable only via Challenge)
○ Ghost state
○ Using an item animation

■ Consuming (potion vial, potion flask, food, wine)
■ Equipping (torch, eagle,  ghost)
■ Teleporting

● Map tiles
○ Landforms

■ Grass (default, with flowers, etc.)
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■ Water (default, shores - N/S/E/W, etc.)
■ Rocks (single, multiple, etc.)
■ Forest (default, edge - N/S/E/W, single tree, etc.)
■ Roads (dusty, rocky, transition, etc.)

○ Buildings
■ Marketplace
■ Castle
■ Tower
■ Houses
■ Etc.

● Battle Arena Selector
○ Island-style view of joining a specific Arena
○ Individual island element - Battle Arena Avatar

● Miscellaneous
○ Challenge flow

■ Opponent Profile-Style Modal
■ Challenged Modal

○ Battle flow
■ Attacked Modal
■ Prepare for battle
■ Battle random animation (this can be more or less expressive to the

sizes of the armies)
■ Battle result
■ Leaderboard
■ Transfer army selector modal
■ Transfer items via OWL selector modal
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